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## Biographical sketch:  
**(Academic Degrees-Fellowships and Associations)**

- Bachelor of Fine Arts, Graphic Department, Faculty of Fine Arts, Alexandria University, 2001  
- Master Degree in Fine Arts “Dimensional Artistic Print”, Graphic Department, Faculty of Fine Arts, Alexandria University, 2007  
- PhD in Fine Arts “Adaptation of Printmaking Techniques to produce the Aesthetical Special Effects of Optical Illusion”, Graphic Department, Faculty of Fine Arts, Alexandria University, 2013

## Publications:

- The Research “Freedom of artistic expression and creativity limits in visual arts”, it was published in the Fourth International Scientific Conference of the Faculty of Fine Arts, Alexandria University "Culture of freedoms in the visual and architecture Arts", held at the Convention Center at Alexandria Bibliotheca in the period from 25-27 May 2014.
The Research” Gypsoprint and Gypsograph” it was published in the Fifth International Scientific Conference of the Faculty of Fine Arts, Alexandria University” The Mediterranean cultures in art and architecture” held at the Convention Center at Alexandria Bibliotheca in the period from 19-20 October , 2016.

| Academic Research Interests: | Media Performance- Photography- Printmaking- Productivity Printing Technology – Drawing – Oil Painting- 3D Innovative Printmaking |